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Triangulation
“It’s a matter of perspective”



“I was sent home on Friday 4 
days after my stroke with 
lots of tablets , I was on my 
own, could not open the 
bottles, use the phone, or 
speak”

We analyse Patient and Staff comments, working with 
MES & FH Intuition.

I have personally read, categorised and identified 
keywords in over 100,000 NHS Patient and Staff 
Experiences.

That’s well over 10,000 hours working in this area. 

Pansensic have analysed 1.2 million patient FFT 
comments “the text” but that’s only 2% of all FFT 
comments collected.

What Pansensic Do
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The Narrative Data Comes To Us Like This 

Please note

Either:
• We have permission to use all 

comments shown.
• Or the data is publicly available.



Our purpose…

… is to help people make wiser 
decisions - so we can all live in a 
better world.  

Pansensic analyses, makes sense of and finds insights in millions of consumer and employee 
comments, around the world.

Better informed, our global clients make wiser decisions, improving their organizations, products 
and services. 



Our Customers Making Wiser Decisions
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Consumer Experience Employee Experience 

1. Guys & St Thomas FT
2. Kings College FT
3. St Bartholomew's FT
4. Hillingdon FT
5. Hertfordshire Partnership FT
6. Houndslow & Richmond  NHS Trust
7. Leeds Community Healthcare Trust
8. Western Sussex FT
9. Cambridge University Hospitals FT
10. Bradford CCG
11. Royal Devon & Exeter FT
12. Isle of Wight NHS Trust
13. Gloucester Hospitals NHS FT
14. Bristol & North Somerset CCG 
15. University Hospitals Derby & Burton  NHS FT
16. Chesterfield Royal NHS FT
17. Lewisham & Greenwich NHS FT

Patient Experience



Pansensic 
AI Due Diligence 

“Don’t fall for the hype that AI will solve all 
of your text analytics needs,” writes 
Forrester analyst Boris Evelson in his June 
round-up of text analytics platforms. 

“Just the opposite: in this evaluation we 
found that rules still rule. 

Rules-based text analytics platforms are 
much more accurate out of the box and 
require much less training than platforms 
based mostly on machine learning.”

2018 



1 Keyword And It’s 237 Rules
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" un|any|any more|any longer|any longer have|any further|any real|any noticeable|any such|any apparent|any obvious|or|or so|or a|or the|or even|or just|or to|or
anything|or have|or as|or too|or that|or get|or are|or very|or feel|nothing|nothing was|nothing has|nothing is|nothing really|nothing ever|nothing seemed|nothing
seemed to|never|never had|never been|never have|never felt|never had a|never really|never even|no|no more|no longer|no longer have|no further|no real|no
noticeable|no such|no apparent|no obvious|isnt|isnt a|isnt the|isnt really|isnt too|isnt as|isnt even|isnt so|wasnt|wasnt a|wasnt the|wasnt really|wasnt too|wasnt
as|wasnt even|wasnt so|not|not have|not a|not the|not be|not really|not too|not as|not had|not even|not feel|not been|not have to|not so|not more|not seem|not
have a|not seem to|not very|not that|not have any|not much|not having|not what|not have the|not an|not had any|not have been|not at all|not ever|not
particularly|without|without a|without the|without being|without having|without really|without even|without ever|without actually|doesnt|doesnt have|doesnt
be|doesnt really|doesnt even|doesnt feel|doesnt seem|doesnt seem to|doesnt ever|dont|dont have|dont be|dont really|dont even|dont feel|dont seem|dont seem 
to|dont ever|didnt|didnt have|didnt be|didnt really|didnt even|didnt feel|didnt seem|didnt seem to|didnt ever|wont|wont have|wont be|wont really|wont even|wont
feel|wont seem|wont seem to|wont ever|werent|werent a|werent the|werent really|werent too|werent as|werent even|werent so|cannot|cannot have|cannot
be|cannot really|cannot even|cannot feel|cannot seem|cannot seem to|cannot ever|cant|cant have|cant be|cant really|cant even|cant feel|cant seem|cant seem 
to|cant ever|couldnt|couldnt have|couldnt be|couldnt really|couldnt even|couldnt feel|couldnt seem|couldnt seem to|couldnt ever|wouldnt|wouldnt have|wouldnt
be|wouldnt really|wouldnt even|wouldnt feel|wouldnt seem|wouldnt seem to|wouldnt ever|hasnt|hasnt the|hasnt really|hasnt had|hasnt even|hasnt been|hasnt had 
a|hasnt felt|havent|havent the|havent really|havent had|havent even|havent been|havent had a|havent felt|hadnt|hadnt the|hadnt really|hadnt had|hadnt even|hadnt
been|hadnt had a|hadnt felt|arent|arent a|arent the|arent really|arent too|arent as|arent even|arent so|arnt|arnt a|arnt the|arnt really|arnt too|arnt as|arnt even|arnt
so|never had|much of|answer to|solved|solves|solution to|-solver|-free| a problem"

We Have Over One Hundred Thousand Keywords 



Pansensic The Machine Is Dumb

… modern deep learning-based NLP 
models see benefits from much larger 
amounts of data, improving when trained 
on millions, or billions, of annotated 
training examples.” 
Google AI blog (November 2, 2018)



Pansensic 

Alphabet & Facebook between them employ 
30,000 people to read and categorise posts, 
reviews and comments. Fortune (March 2, 
2018)

That’s >$1.25 Billion a year.

Evidence  



Triangulation - Satellite Navigation  

Purpose: Helps the driver to pinpoint 
exactly where they are, so they can 
make the next decision.

100% quantitative metric - doesn’t tell 
you why you are there.



Triangulation of Data & Information 

Quantitative  Qualitative

Experience 

Purpose: Helps people pinpoint exactly 
where they are and what is going on, so 
they can make the next decision.

Note - At least 80% of all data analysed is 
Quantitative 

Note - 80% of all data is Qualitative 

“A good decision is based on knowledge and not on 
numbers.” Plato 427 BC



Quantitative Data 

Quantitative Data 
In the last 17 months I have removed 578 Dustbin Bags of rubbish from Cornish beaches & coves…

That’s 3490 KG, 77 Trips, 45 kg per trip, 49 trillion microfibers, 70% of all the rubbish is from the fishing industry

. 



Qualitative Data (why information) 

“Fishermen have made a 300 kg purse out of this fishing net, thrown 
rubbish in it, gone to great pains to stitch it up and then thrown it 
overboard. 

They think they are doing the right thing but they are not, it doesn’t 
sink, it floats to the shore and gets pounded into trillions of 
microfibers.

That’s one reason why there is so much fishing waste on our shores.”

BTW
That net will break up into 4,200,000,000,000 microfibers 



Triangulation of Perspectives 

Patient  Staff  

Other 
Stakeholders  

Purpose: Helps management pinpoint 
exactly where they are. And more 
importantly, why they are there.

Patients and staff experiences are the best 
sensors of the system! 

2 “The only source of knowledge is experience.” Einstein

1 “A good decision is based on knowledge and not 
on numbers.” Plato 427 BC



Triangulation of perspective 
Triangulation of data 



Triangulation of perspective - little employee or patient experience 
Triangulation of data - mostly numbers 



Numbers.
Easy to capture, measure & analyse.

Narrative.
Difficult to measure, analyse & understand.

“The Trust's board was found to be disconnected 
from what was actually happening in the hospital 
and chose to rely on apparently favourable 
performance reports... 

...rather than effective internal assessment and 
feedback from staff and patients.” Robert Francis 
QC

...the board did not review the 
substance of complaints and 

incident reports...

Does Triangulation Matter? 
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Triangulation Matters

“The Trust failed to listen to 
patients' concerns, the board did 
not review the substance of 
complaints and incident reports 
were not given the necessary 
attention. 

The Trust's board was found to 
be disconnected from what was 
actually happening in the 
hospital.” Robert Francis QC 

“This review found that providers and 
commissioners are struggling to 
understand and take full advantage of 
the enormous and very rich set of 
data available on quality.” Sir Bruce 
Keogh

“Quantitative targets and financial goals 
should not override protection of 
patients from harm... all NHS staff 
should raise concerns to their colleagues 
and superiors and be welcomed in so 
doing. 
It requires culture change and therefore 
countless, consistent and repeated 
messages and deeds over a period of 
years.” Professor Don Berwick 

“...patients often felt too 
frightened to complain, while 
those that did encountered a 
wall of defensiveness, when 
they only wanted an 
explanation, and evidence 
that failings would not be 
repeated.” Dame Julie Mellor

“...complaints should be regarded 
as gold dust... 

...Chief executives need to take 
responsibility for signing-off 
complaints...

...Trust boards should scrutinise 
all complaints and evaluate what 
actions should be taken; a board 
member with responsibility for 
whistle-blowing should be 
accessible to staff.” Ann Clwyd  
MP 

“Review on NHS Staff 
Engagement – or lack of it!”
Professor Chris Ham CEO King’s 
Fund

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=1j8HO83qmVeEuM&tbnid=eT-mZ6szP7hK0M:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://mancunianmatters.co.uk/content/160711589-%E2%80%98-culture-accepting-sub-optimal-care%E2%80%99-tameside-hospital-slammed-damning-nhs-report&ei=dTPqUZShFYXJ0QWylYGIDg&bvm=bv.49478099,d.ZWU&psig=AFQjCNFfhNDeoegQB_saAmjbb7BgkV6k4A&ust=1374389472369522


Tangible, ‘good’ reasons.  Numbers.
Really easy to capture & measure.

Intangible, ‘real’ reasons. Narrative.
Difficult to capture, measure and understand.

Too often, boards were homing in on data that 
reassured them they were doing a good job, rather 
than pursuing data that revealed inconvenient 
truths, thereby missing opportunities for 
improvement.

This review found that providers and commissioners 
are struggling to understand and take full advantage 
of the enormous and very rich set of data available 
on quality...

…We also found a deficit in the high level skills and 
sophisticated capabilities necessary at board level 
to draw insight from the available data and then use 
it to drive continuous improvement. 

Numbers.
Easy to capture, measure & analyse.

Narrative.
Difficult to measure, analyse & understand.

Today, there are several Trusts in special measures  
< 90% FFT scores (average 86%)  



Avoid - Relying on apparently favourable 
performance reports 

Avoid - Homing in on data that reassured them 
they were doing a good job

All Perspectives Quant & Qual Data   

All Data Sources  

All Data sources 
• Complaints 
• Incident Reports
• FFT
• PALS
• Annual Staff Survey
• Online comments -

www.careopinion.org.uk

There are several Trusts in special measures  < 90% FFT scores (average 86%)  

Pulling It All Together & Making It Happen 

http://www.careopinion.org.co.uk/


GDPR

No
Never 

Danger 

Rich 
Unstructured 

Text CEO



Awareness

Make it 
Happen

Courageous

Culture 

Better 
World

Pulling It All Together & Making It Happen 

All Perspectives 

All Sources
All Quant & 
Qual Data  

All
Insights



Awareness

Connected
(aware) 

Disconnected 
(not aware) 

Mid 
Staffs

Whipps
Cross 

Special 
Measures

14 Hospital 
Mortality  

Other 
NHS Trusts 

All Perspectives 

Quant & Qual Data   All Data Sources  



Willful Blindness Really care  

Other 
NHS Trusts 

Courageous Culture

Special 
Measures

14 Hospital 
Mortality  

Mid 
Staffs

Whipps
Cross 

All Perspectives 

Quant & Qual Data   All Data Sources  

Denial 



Make It Happen

Inaction 
(wrong action) 

Other 
NHS Trusts 

Taking Right Action

Special 
Measures

14 Hospital 
Mortality  

Mid 
Staffs

Whipps
Cross 

All Perspectives 

Quant & Qual Data   All Data Sources  



Awareness

Make it 
Happen

Courageous

Culture

Better 
World

All Perspectives 

All Sources
All Quant & 
Qual Data  

Journey

All
Insights

If Nothing Changes, Expect It To Stay The Same





The Emotion Lens
32,000 Patient & Staff Experiences  

Anger 2.1%

Frustration 6.4%



The Emotion Lens
1676 Staff Experiences  

Anger 5%

Frustration 19%



The Emotion Lens
23889 Patient Experiences  

Frustration 5.8%

Anger 1.9%
”Too often, boards were honing in on data 
that reassured them they were doing a good 
job, rather pursuing data that revealed 
inconvenient truths, thereby missing 
opportunities for improvement.”



The Emotion Lens
Online - NHS Hospitals Patient Experiences

Frustration 16.2%

Anger 22.24%

Western Sussex NHS Online 

Frustration 6.4% 16.2%

Anger 2.1% 22.24%



Sunday Times August 2 2018 

Next Stop Litigation



“Too often, boards were honing in on data that reassured them 
they were doing a good job, rather pursuing data that revealed 
inconvenient truths, thereby missing opportunities for 
improvement.”

Improvement Mitigates Litigation



Opportunities For Improvement 



Opportunities For Improvement



One Comment Anecdotal, Many Comments Evidence 

NHS Energy costs in 2014 was £750 Million

Valuable Insight

Turn down heating to 20 degrees - save  £x,0000
Less bacteria & viruses 
Patients sleep better 
Patients feel better  

Staff feel better = increase productivity 
Less sick days,  save £x,000



Contradiction finder  “argh yes but” 



Valuable 
Insight 



Contradiction finder  “argh yes but” 



We Should Also Encourage The Positives 



Please Don’t Hesitate To Contact Us
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http://www.pansensic.com/

